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• each other, Slid U

them, there Will

breakdown * Such .

#

separating the pi,

-". ^ v‘ V » ,

S'. 0. 00" uvi’;' C’li.SWanC 0 S0 X' 01'1 V. l";i g

*s,- depends upon externa], factors (.ions*

free electrons, etc*)

;

conseouently, the channels of .such a

breakdown discharge cannot be repeated at will*

V/e have boon able to produce an electrical field which

v/nen placed under the correct corresponding conditions, will

produce stable discharges, the channels of. which are

repeatable*
'’

If the condenser plates were to be covered with a

dielectric, x or” instance a sheet of celluloid, then under the
t '

*
*

. •

action of the field, the dielectric itself, becoming polaris-

ed, will assure the role connonly played by the plates* The -

charges (resulting from disp?_accnent currents), are

<uLoi-.oibUi.eo. evenly on me siirfs.ee of the dielectric, which by

a certain sns.ll amount exceeds the surface of the plates, or
'

is somewhat higher than the surfa.ee of the p?_ates 0

In the case when we reduce or expand the air gap (or

increase or decrease the voltage in the oscillating circuit)

00 tv/eon the dielectric covered plates, there occurs a

cJ.scna.oge v/hxen has entirely different characteristics from

:t3
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Such d:\sd: -go will aria,- :.nt at ary- /".von p-r.t of the.* :•
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pla but vail cone about ever the entire nolnrined surface ; !
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co.sen&rgo enamels* •
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!f- ive were to place between the plates some kind of ..

object, and then move the plates away fro::. each ' other in- such

a way that between the surface of the object and the plate

there should be formed a corresponding air gap, the following

effect is produced: Upon applying a voltage to the surface

of the object, certain electrical charges will group or

cluster together* The arrangements of these charges will be

influenced by the topological configuration or the object,

and the dielectric structure* However, if we were to replace

the dielectric, which now serves as the plate, with a

photographic film .(or if v/e were to pln.ee such a film on the
*

’ \
'

dielectric) the
(|

role of the capacitor plates ..will be; assumed

b^the film*. The film is. then polarized/ and in the presence,

of a certain determined application of voltage, silent,,

stable discharges will be emitted and this emission will .

occur between the object and the photographic film, ‘across

the air gap and along the electrical field which has been
'

distorted by the object* The high frequency discharges flow

in both directions, or on both sides in the case of

symmetrically arranged plates* Both the electrons and ions

in the discharge current, ‘ while jnoying, act upon the photo-

graphic emu?.,sion in analogy to the rays of light* After
«. .





Vry*.^

objects :•." an oscillating c:' rcuit cf a generator of high

frequency currents.. Ir. p.nrt one is shown the production of

the imago projection, of an object, connected by opo.ee charges

•with ground raid the generator* • Part two snows a double
.

electrode production of the .i-ago projection of an object n.

iron both its sides.-. Part throe, shows hov/ wo can obtain ten
]

photographs of five objects, that have been arranged in a f

.package, by the action of one single pulse of high frequency V

’ currents passing simultaneously through all the objects* J
t

/

Under these conditions, in a high frequency field, the
'

emission linages are obtained from objects having the most

different properties, orepossessing most heterogeneous

properties (as conductors, dielectrics, semiconductors, etc*)

under conditions of a very broad . range of pressures*
(

*

Our investigations have shown that, in a high frequency

field,- all natural bodies, including living organisms, have

self-radiations of an electronic raid ionic nature* These we

refer to as auto-electronic and auto--ionic emissions* In
/ . •

recent Russian literature, these radiation patterns have been

named the "bioplasms, fields' 1 of living and natural bodies*
* ** *

The configuration of the image projection in a high

frequency field differs from, time to time, even tho the object
4

in question has a homogeneous structure* If the object has

the property t>f conductivity, then we observe ' only an image'
’
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co-ita:* ns inclusions v.v,th cnpnsitlvo ar.d :cic.ucv.;-.vo '..•-•.-•.ucs,

then the density and the disvrmouv.'i.on .ox tno ij.Sy::<^{^
• •

channels, during the formation of urc
.

s-siage projoe ^ror
,

j£>

determined also by the dielectric parameters ox une
.

sions in question* In addition vo vne copogr<j.pn.i.c<j..L

configuration of the -object, the imago also represents <me

electrical or dielectrical structure of the complex of

selective cs.pacitanc.es and conductive tf.es* Tnns Structure ..s

/

always constant and cam be precisely ropr oc.uc eo. an any

successive photograph

*

The electrical structure of a living organism; however, .

. : .. • .. v
is not constante It depends on the, sv-a/co

,
or vs.ry.tng concj.*-.-.-.

t:i.on of the organism*
|
All changes in the body ! s vital

activities are accompanied by varmavaons in it f s dri.ej.ee true

•-( .
•

'

*

structure*- ... •

In such a. system, every discharge channel carries wi*cn

itself a potential configuration of the corresponding

segment of a field that has been formed by a certain po.n « c_

the object and it T s characteristic, Therefore, the traver-

sing discharge represents in- its totality a group of charmers

which vary in density* ' These- channels apparently comprise,

in their essence, the physical,* chemical, ano. aynanne
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o- ci sere on*. 2ijo-^,wiw.,..o

. . , s e. r s.A-:f' o^od bv who geometry or ‘i&c

produce arj image v-tuca a... «

s^cimon, its coloring, *nd « s iatei™al <*y2S®lcS *

WologUl object,- uhich is radians discharges, 'acts «*• *

cosplox electrode. 5hcrofo.ro, it is apparent that each dis-

charge channel has the spectra? of its bioelcctrodes and of

.its components* ..
..:•

Having studied specimens with, varying geome^rica-*. c0~*~
,

nations, together «ith their speoW, srd their paries

of
* develop—ent

,

j*it ' is apparently possible to sake foments

about the biological and pathological state of «a organise.

and its organs*
j

living organisms', such as the loaf of a tree or other .

: pi ant; when introduced into the electrical field of a

condenser-capacitor,' x&JX distort the field according to the

leaf 5 s diolectrical structure. No natter 'hott r,any different

soecies or types of vegetation are photographed under identi-

c’al conditions, each of then will display an aspect, of a very

special character, that is different from the aspects of all

other species. ' Figure two, shows how these aspects vary from

leaf to loaf: Photograph (A), shows a violet, Photograph (3)

represents a loaf from a corn plant, photograph (C), snows ..

• -,-jV r\ -• o -"'•Ei.'o':' ( i) ) , shO‘.'.
rS d. YOU Ot.' 12.3. lCc.1 »
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ch&v&c torises only a given biological condition* An

illustration of this is given in figure three: Photograph (A)
**

shows the leaf of a healthy Agoratiun, end in photograph: (3),

we find the sane leaf which has been allowed to wither a

little *
*

.

Y/e have .shown
,
through practical experience, that the

vital activities of a biological specimen is not upset when

v;e make a photograph or projection of its auto-emission

inage *
••

•
'

•

In concluding this survey, which concerns the principles

underlying the formation of image projections, it is pernsis-
• * t .

. x

sible to state that' the biological conditions of living

objects, while being photographed and subjected to high

freqiiency currents, are made visible by .means of electrical

quantities* Such an electronic-optical system is in a

position to fix the topological and potential field distri-

bution of a specimen*

Having established the connection between the image

projection of a specimen’s electrical state, and its

physiology, it is apparent that our method of photographing,
« *

by • means of high frequency currents, can be utilised in

i
w,:h[m̂
I_

v~t~’

(9)
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po3idbi].i\;y ‘of singling out various; biological details from

the same section of the sample; for example, an epidermis or

outer skin layer* Part (2) -shows plane, square capacitor

plateSc Part (3) shows two plates which are connected

together by an insulating, flexible- material so that the

plates can be bent around to obtain images iron the object or

specimen* Tills type of plate can obtain images from the feet,

•hands and legs of a person* Part (4) shows a condenser or

capacitor plate system* The sample, or object itself serves

as a centrifugal plate* -The recording of the photograph is

carried out by a writing pen y combined with the plate*

Part (3) shows a roller type plate, which is used to obtain a

photograph of an object with a finite length* The object is

photographed as the rolling capacitor plate moves past* The

rollers are interchangable and their width determines the size

or .dimension of the photograph* Part (6) shows an assembly

or collection of rollers, or an assortment of roller type

plates whose shapes are determined by the configuration of the

specimens* Part (7). shows capacitor plates built in the shape

of a frame; the photographs are obtained simultaneously from

several wide, plane objects and simultaneously from both or
«

hither side with one impulse only* In pert (8), the

capacitor has been constructed in the form of pliers or pin*.-;

02 )
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c pnaromena ow.-..v v~.-. j

study* There are apparently extremely valuable applications

in the field of radical diagnosis, especially in the early

stages of a disease

With, regard to a decoex- irv osvxga v.ion ox v.ne Gj.cc ^xc&j.

phenomena and processes occurring during the pno t o grapning ox

the surface of a living organism, a st>ecial m'cercsc is

presented by the dynamic characteristics of these processes

an<! their connection with. -the biological stave Ox cne sample

object* For vhe pnx*posc of visually -0'o»erv.-n.j> c. xii—n^

the dynamic development of such, processes, we constructed a

discharege-optic al*“Capacitor plate* With the aid o~ snen a

device, the observation is conducted without upse ~ ring w^e

vital activities of the object in its natural habitat or sit.

state*

This particular condenser plate, acting in the oscillat

ing circuit of a. generator of high frequency currents, can b

used as an additional device with other light-optical

ruinontsc The principle of actiori of the discharge

,cal plate capacitor does r.f>t
*» * mt

c;ij. e:r from the previ

ribed ones r.vv» •• <’ •• a v c% ’**.

j * J.aa.LO *)..,cwv •.< io .e, or mobile dei

SSSSCS'l
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•characteristics of the charts are determined by the confi-'

guratilon and the? dielectric structure, of the object. or speci-

men* 'Y/ith the aid of a discharge optical device, and in the

prescence of a corresponding intensity of a high frequency

field, the electrical charges on a polarised sireface, like

.the oridorris of a human being, were made visible by us in
/

the form of discharge channels* • These discharge channels are'

intersected perpendicularly by the ?.ines of force of the

electrical field around the object* These observations of the

human slain took place under a magnification of 800X*

;.l. ... When \ve consider that the arrangement for a visual

observation is unipolar, and that it is fed by high frequency

•^currents, Yfi.ile at the sane time, the discharge channels

robserved on the surface of the -skin, through 'the objective

.lens, are caused to converge by the capacitor current that

:.tbat flows toward the generator or ground, we conclude that .

;the discharge channels apparently possess a nature which is

directly related to the' nature of torch-like discharges*

Let us now examine, a little closer, a certain electrical

phenomena which can be observed on. the epidermis of £ living

worsen* In the- field of vision, and on the background of the

06 )
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i.gain look like toshes, *ad various l^inous clusters ***

.

noticed, those discharge channels have various. shades of •

colors, such as- light blue, sky blue, lilac, .purple, aud

orange, Some ox these colors are very bright, while others

look dint, pale, and discolored, then there are other colors
^

v/hich seem to bo continually burning, or naming and scintil-

rating. So one observes pe.:-j.oo.Cc-:.-y J =>

one notices that some discharge channels are immobile while /

others continually move about. All of these qualitative

indicators, of the discharge channels, depend on the type of •

activities or mecheruLsms
_
ccntained in the human skin.

The distribution of the discharge channels is not uni-

form everywhere.' For example, on the skin of the fingertips,

there occur discharges in the form of torches which are

arranged along the ductilescopic pattern of the skin as is

shov/n in figure (6) and (7)« On the forearm, the distribu-

; tion or arrangement of the so called torches, form certain^

.group like patterns v/hich apparently are determined by the

‘very structure of the epidermis. [IS we were to blot out, or

erase the ductilescopic patterns, the configuration of the

torches would remain and the could be restore
l/''

according to the torch pattern, or arrangement of the torches.

07 )



clusters continually spill over iron, one point of the skin

onto another where they are obsorbed V/e should mention in

this context that a cluster will not be absorbed until the

previous one- has been spilled out or over*. In some cases
;

for example, the luminous c?rusters. have no definite orienta-

tion in their movement * They move slowly among the torches

and ultimately give off a final flare and then become

extinguished or absorbed in space# The color of the' clusters

is either milky white, light blue, pale lilac, pale purple,
*

or else gray orange* ....
.

In our opinion, the many fold co.loration. of the inter-

mediary segments or aones of the discharge current, testifies

to the fact that each system of epidermal biomochanism

possess inherently its own definite coloration* It is easy t

observe other characteristic phenomena in the- field of vision

For instance, in the case of a high field intensity and a

prolonged visual observation, (from five to ten minutes)

serving uhe very -sam of skin, the electrical

Phenomena considerably -modify their sixe and share or
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£:• Vi* minutes, or after

V- a p m 0 .' - •' - . . v.

V. V (..J. .Cv. J. ,

.** /• •
*• \*V > *“*» *. ' * * *»*\ .*!«

ro-'-osuablnsncd* j.v- app CO \i*-5 v--*.*'’. v CJl.L v—» i*hod- of

photographic indices, (:‘.KTi C».
:- C 0 .v 0;. vbv.* ciC C.:.V .1. y of biolo

mechanisms in the skin) opon up now possibilityos of in

y fixation in the domain of bid

botany and other areas of science, particularily medicine*

In concluding, we arc. going to give a description of

condenser t>lates that are arranged according to an electronic /

or/tical princip.le* If the sample objects have various

electrical characteristics, such as those of porcelain, metal,

wood, synthetic glass or jolastics, are coated with a. liquid

dielectric such as paraffin, then when we photograph them,

with the aid of high frequency currents, - the photographs will
\

reveal a recording of the configuration of those objects*

These configurations occur in various densities corresponding

to the dielectric parameters of ea.ch object- and their spatie-'

, i

position in relation to the surface of the block which is

covered v/ith paraffin*
.

/s ? {- V.Id, the luminesce:

differs from the

i not pOf;sess any

elements of fluorescence* .Such luminescence is apparently

determined by the capacitive and ohmic conductivity under the

conditions of photography using high frequency currents*

09 )
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. Figure (8)

In. the schematic of figure (8), v/e have presented the-

circuits of -tho high frequency condenser which is an elec Iro-

nic-protonic optical device: Part 1, is the generator of

high frequency currents, part 2, shows the electrical

feeders. * wart 3. is the transparent curr ont-c endue ting

j.cn noses

uaon .i

lie plate, part 3* is a cross bear,

cro-o ejects, part 6, is a dielectric, part,

the cross boani, part 8, is the flash,

rent surges ar.d serves a.s_ protec--

ncy' surface discharges, part TO,

( 21 )



,. v .. •: :
'•••'* freer oncy throttle fo-earns

the addition?.* 1

,
plate, part To, is adjuster o:-. eao .e~a«

£~c<^er.cy c^cnt S*r* f*
a «-.3.vo,' 3*1-4 20,

is the dielectric transmitting the electrical character!seacs

of the object from the medrum, at arr.0 o_>-.o,. o. ^ P~ e-o^ ^

j

Ci V U lw-* c

Y/hon in a vacuus flash, the pressure does. not exceed

3 X 10“3 or does not go bolov; 8 X 10 ^ Tor (m) ,
and toe

generator operates at the normally established frequency,

then on the fluorescent screen, there appears the mage oi

the polarised object. The diameter of the screen is 240m

while the diam.eter of the aperture in 'the flash equals 1 mm

see figure (8)

%

Vpvj the relationship of the aperture sec

ticn to the area of the enclosed plate villi .be of the order

of 1 t’o Hi;-0; whereby, the .minimal nagnificatnon of vhe

inage wml'be 240 tines. The “degree of enlargement of the
s

image on the screen can be increased v.a'crrn oroaci linj.uS,

by. means of an additional- supplemental plate, and can be

• regulated by shifting it along the axis of the instrument

and also by changing the voltage on the supplementary plate,

In this manner, by moans of high frequency currents, the

transmission of the image ont6 she fj.uortscen ^ screen, an

: w-wstt.-:

- *..
.- -

"TV,
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c form. but rather will the transmission o.

vho image be performed by rv selective capacitive cor.cuctiA-.-v

r - ;d is actually transm::.stco. sror. ^--c r.^uiun o_ <...>,...0.

^

v

pressure into the vacuum flash by pressing the object tightly

against the dielectric: of the flash© Under sv.cn conconnone,

the -r^o *ktern o:f the elec trical

not in the fo:cm of electrical

fori4 0 f goome trie a'1 figures he

dyn;'.mi r- o rp V, e obtairing \
how;

projeetion on a f.luoresccnt s<

the cagnittideS 01 the operati:

Q?he
’

’areas of these plates”are

pressure (scr een)
*

and less at

Y/hile these pdates guaran c «.* <©
,

of the field, a continuously ^.reeled movement of cnarges

iron the smaller plate to the larger plate, they also form

' the imago projection itself©
.

In a low pressure gas, with the varying of the electrcoe

areas, the directed movement of the charged particles is

. usually regarded as a rectifying action© We have our own

point' of view regarding this question© The coo j. erei. ©

geometry of the electroe.es in a lot' pressure gc^s, <z.*.-*s vo_y

much like a pump which pumps tko charges from the smalrcr

(?y)

- " "• g**'*''
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#
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v.Viil c: c'.'ji.'tJc.z ^';:o :l:r;i?.£o ;:x:c*;;vc:\;:\;:o on i-N*- ro:.*oc" ;
a.:.'conno-oo

in accordance: to their sign and. at tno rav.o o:-. Ye.^ocrey Oi
• •

frocyeency in the oscillating oircurie# nn?j crarcursvnn c

o

gives Us; • a justification ion stating that the electronic
.

optical devices which we have proposed are, indeed; true

clectronic-protonic-optidal £nsbr\iia©nts*

. . M

This electronic-protonic- -optical system is in a position

'to transmit onto a fluorescent screen the magnified imago of >

t

an object's electrical or bioplasra state# This can be done

.without causing any physical harm to a laving organism, or

removing it from its natural state#

'In this fashion, the procedure for photographing cr
«

projecting the image of an object on a screen, consists of

contact photography, and a method for mailing a visual.

observation of the electrical phenomena talcing place around

a specimen,- indicating the processes taking -place in the

specimen# This application of’ high .frequency capacitive,''

electronic—protonic-optics represents a method of transfer-

'

ming the non-electrical phenomena of living and inanimate

specimens into electrical phenomena# This method rakes

available, to both science and technology, a new means for the

laboratory investigation which, will open up attractive prc*-;

« .

spectives. for the analysis and study of nature# .

(2J.0


